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Digital Audiobooks have arrived at the UCF Libraries! The Playaway is a small audio device similar to an MP3 player, with an audiobook preloaded. Use it with your own headphones, or by connecting to your home or car stereo like you would with your iPod.

Some titles available on Playaway: classic fiction like *The Picture of Dorian Gray* or Koontz’ *The Watchers*, current popular fiction *The Year of Fog*, fun titles like *The Darwin Awards* and *NPR Road Trips*, and some of your favorite authors including: Alice Hoffman, Fern Michaels, J.D. Robb, Nora Roberts, and John Updike.

You can find the Playaways in the Browsing Collection, below the TV in the Infusion area of the library. Or see the complete list online by searching for “playaway” in the library catalog.